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ABOUT

TIMELESS
The origins of Timeless date back to the
middle of the XX century, when a
passionate family of textile and furniture
producers realized it was the time to
restore the lost values: they decided to
flight back in favor of the nature.

This way they did then the first baby steps
to start the long journey of sustainable
design they were pioneering.



ETHICS & SUSTAINABILITY
We create with values, combining tradition with
innovation. Timeless constantly works to minimize
any negative impact in our society as in nature,
making a constant effort to contribute to improve
human well-being, social justice and our planet's
health.
Every single piece of furniture that Timeless
Nature produces is made of natural woods that
have the FSC Certification, as well as materials
that have a sustainable and ethical origin. They
are all personally selected and made in Spain.

DESIGN

MINDSET
Timeless Natura was born in 2017 as
a high-end furniture brand with a
conscious and coherent design,
made out of a team of passionate
young proffesionals.

In Timeless we are eager to produce
unique pieces of furniture, at which
every detail matters: we are
passionate people in this town of
Spain and we do love what we do.

 
 

 



LIKE NATURE
Our roots go back to the mid-20th
century, when a family of passionate
manufacturers took the first steps in
sustainable design, convinced of the
need to preserve the principles of
nature.

We are manufacturers, and we
produce all designs with certified
natural woods and sustainable
materials, personally selected and
100% manufactured in the EU.
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tables



LILLE
In solid wood and with an interesting oval shape, the Lille table is presented a captivating design
with the beautiful contrast between the soft curves of the table and the straight lines of its four feet,
offering a generous space in all its sides.

dimensions
Lille 180: 70.87" x 35.43" x 29.52"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Solid French Oak
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



BROCK
Table with glass top and base in lacquered iron and solid wood, with four French Oak hearts.

dimensions
Brock: can be customized

specifications
Material: Solid French Oak
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



SAVIA
In solid wood and with a natural edge, it is formed by two or more sections of oak trunk joined
together, creating harmonious patterns with its grains. The natural shape of the wood and the
handmade (100% in Spain), as well as the use of natural finishes, give a unique touch to weach
piece, standing out over time.

dimensions
Savia 220: 78.74" x 39.37" x 29.52"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Solid French Oak
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



desks



CÉLINE
The Céline desk is presented as a minimalist solution. It is a compact desk with a single drawer and
two open compartments for laptop storage - It can also be used as a dressing table.

dimensions
Céline: 39.37" x 21.65" x 29.92"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Pine wood
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



bookcase



BYOBU
The Byobu shelf has minimalist shape design, inspired by the Japanese architecture. In solid pine
wood , the shelf offers ample space to display decorative objects, consisting of five shelves and a
folding structure.

dimensions
Byobu: 67.14" x 13.77" x 77.16"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Pine wood
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



sideboard



CÓRDOBA
The distinctive feature of this sideboard is the combination of two woods: the warm walnut and ash
root finish. The beauty of its grain and the use of the two-color gives a unique personality to this
three-door sideboard. In the interior it also has upper drawers. Available in two versions: ash and
walnut root and ash.

dimensions
Cordoba: 86.41" x 19.96" x 35.43""
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Ash and walnut root
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



PORTO
With mid-century inspiration , this sideboard with two doors and central drawers , has fine details
that give it a retro touch that make this a piece of furniture of great quality and elegance. .
Available in natural wood veneer from Zebrano and Palo Ferro , both characterized by a striking
appearance that makes them unique and highly decorative.

dimensions
Porto: 86.61" x 19.48" x 35.43"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Zebrano / Palo Ferro
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



GUADALUPE
With a simple design with straight and refined lines, the Guadalupe TV cabinet extends its beauty
through the aged grain of its wood. A duality between past and future for a piece of furniture that
turns the room into a warm and harmonious space.

dimensions
Guadalupe: 86.61" x 23.62" x 23.62"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Pine wood
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



side tables



HANKO
This outstanding console has sober shapes enriched by materials and construction details such as the
planed drawer wood. It is a light storage solution , suitable to complete the interior design of the
hall and living room.

dimensions
Hanko: 35.43" x 17.12" x 29.52"
*Dimensions can be customized

specifications
Material: Pine wood
Finish: Oiled finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



beds

*Blake bed



HERRON
Solid wood bed with slightly sloping headboard . The pure concept , clear shapes and distinctive
wood grain will immediately catch your eye. The return to essential design and the use of finishes
based on natural oils / waxes that respect the beautiful characteristics of wood, enable the feeling of
warmth and security for a pleasant rest.

dimensions
Big Herron: 83.46" x 66.92" x 33.85"
Comfy Herron: 83.46" x 74.80" x 33.85"*

specifications
Material: Poplar root
Finish: Oiled finish

***With the same dimensions but ash wood , we also produce the Blake bed, displayed in the previous page



seating



ZETA
IIt is characterized by its ergonomics, the result of a meticulous study of the measurements and the
needs of the body. Besides, Zeta has a vintage aspect, creating a set of great beauty and comfort.

dimensions
Zeta: 18.90" x 21.46" x 29.92"

specifications
Material: Ash
Finish: Oiled finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



LEONOR
This lounge chair seeks ergonomics and comfort. With a curved lines design, it follows a simple
aesthetic with design details in its natural wood structure. The search for ergonomics and simplicity
make it a very useful and suitable for any space or any style.

dimensions
Leonor: 30.31" x 25.98" x 28.34"

specifications
Material: Ash
Finish: Oiled finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



DUNE
This chair without armrests is pretty straightforward. The curve is used to create the backrest, in
contrast to the legs, which create a round base in the lower part of the chair. This round base
becomes square when ascending. The backrest has curved shapes to make it more ergonomic and
comfortable. The perfect mix between curved and straight lines.

dimensions
Dune: 31.50" x 18.50" x 18.50"

specifications
Material: Ash
Finish: Oiled finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



KORPO
The seat is molded in ash wood for greater comfort and the tapered legs are the fundamental
characteristic o f this stool . Its name means "body ", in reference to the ergonomics and comfort
that s urround it.

dimensions
Korpo: 14.96" x 17.32" x 27.55"

specifications
Material: Ash
Finish: Oiled finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



KOI
This minimalist four-legged stool in ash wood is inspired by Japanese temples , has a simple and
elegant design of great comfort that makes it an ideal seat for all types of environments.

dimensions
Koi: 14.96" x 17.32" x 29.92"

specifications
Material: Ash
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes



MATERIAL
Solid wood

FABRIC
Comp. 100% Organic Cotton

Col.99 Col.98 Col.53 Col.52 Col.41 Col.43 Col.31

Col.34 Col20 Col.29 Col.10 Col.06 Col.02 Col.00

WOOD FINISHES
Woods and finishes
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